Shutdowns, TurnaroundS
AND Outages
ATIVO Maintenance & Project Services is
a trusted provider of maintenance and
project solutions to the mining and resources,
manufacturing, energy, infrastructure and
industrial sectors across Australia.
We operate with a relentless focus on safety and
are committed to our goal of zero harm to people,
plant and the environment. ATIVO is known for its
‘can-do’ approach and commitment to service excellence.
Our vision is to be Australia’s most trusted provider of
maintenance and project services.
ATIVO Maintenance & Project Services is a member of
the SKILLED Group of companies.

ATIVO’S SHUTDOWN SERVICES
• Scoping and planning of works
•D
 etailed scheduling and critical
path tracking
•R
 apid mobilisation through our
national FIFO capability

ATIVO provides tailored shutdown and outage solutions to
clients across diverse industry sectors and locations,
delivering over 150 outages each year.
ATIVO’s shutdown services range from shutdown support,
supplying supervised and experienced shutdown teams,
through to complete shutdown management, planning and
execution.
When involved at a planning level, ATIVO’s shutdown
specialists either integrate with the client maintenance team
or work with ATIVO’s Shutdown Manager to plan and execute
complex and unique shutdown projects on time, on budget
and most importantly, safely.
ATIVO understands that the key to operational success is
pro-active preventative maintenance. Working with clients to
review shutdown plans and maintenance cycles, ATIVO
ensures suitable and flexible shutdown teams are available.
To execute and resource shutdowns, ATIVO draws upon a
team of experienced shutdown supervisors and tradepeople
who bring knowledge from multiple sites across Australia
and overseas. ATIVO’s national FIFO capability also means
we can service challenging and remote locations. We provide
self-sufficient shutdown teams, generally based around a
core team who work together regularly, along with on-site
supervision, safety and engineering support.
As a member of SKILLED Group, ATIVO has access to over
90 regional and metropolitan recruitment hubs to support
large-scale crew mobilisation for major outages.

•F
 ully supervised and competencyassessed work teams
• Specialised tooling and logistics
• Contractor and supplier management.

Mill Reline Services
Through Pacific Relines, a business unit operated by ATIVO,
we also offer mill relining plant maintenance services. Pacific
Relines supplies specialist personnel and equipment to reline
grinding mills and crushers at hard rock mining sites.
Pacific Relines undertakes over 80 reline and installation
projects across Australia and the Pacific Region each year.
The services offered include liner change outs, new
installations, and overhauls on crushers, chain and box
feeders, launders, scrubbers and dryers.

T: 1300 653 817
E: contactus@ativo.com.au
www.ativo.com.au
ABN: 66 005 585 811

Delivering safe, reliable and flexible
shutdown service solutions

Safety culture, leadership and performance

Outcome focused

Safety is our first corporate value and what ATIVO considers
its licence to operate. We are committed to our goal of zero
harm to people, plant and the environment. Operating in
shutdown environments, our safety management system and
behaviours are critical. With diverse industry experience and a
certified online safety management system, ATIVO is able to
share safety initiatives and innovations from one shutdown to
another.

Taking a whole-of-life approach to asset management, ATIVO
always focuses on meaningful outcomes for clients. Be it
maximising asset utilisation, continuous improvement, or sustained
operational excellence we align our objectives with those of our
clients. In other words, we treat client assets as if they were our
own. This approach ultimately determines our success.

Highly competent, committed shutdown teams
One of the key reasons for ATIVO’s success in delivering over
150 shutdowns each year is the continuity of our core team
members and supervisors. By permanently employing our core
team and implementing a range of retention strategies and
incentives, we have access to an integrated and trusted group
of tradespeople. Our shutdown team members undergo
competency-assessments so we can have confidence in our
service quality. Our recruitment and resourcing staff we believe
are some of the best in the business. Through their commitment
we are able to consistently provide high quality shutdown
teams and mobilise them quickly.
A flexible and nimble approach
Our clients tell us we are easy to work with – they know that we
go to great lengths to find the best and most suitable shutdown
teams to meet their needs. We work with clients to determine
the most cost-effective and appropriate solution – be it a total
shutdown management service or simply providing a one-off
shutdown support team.

Our clients
Clients look to ATIVO as a trusted provider of safe, reliable and
flexible shutdown solutions. The following organisations are just
some that have benefited from ATIVO’s shutdown services:
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Alcoa
Amcor
Barrick Gold
Bechtel
BHP Billiton
Boeing Aerostructures
Boral
Equigold
Kellogg Australia
Kimberly-Clark Australia
MMG
Minara Resources
Nestlé
Newcrest Mining
Rio Tinto
Tiwest Joint Venture
Xstrata Copper

WHY CHOOSE ATIVO?
• Strong safety culture and commitment to zero harm
supported by a certified safety management system
• Over 15 years experience successfully delivering major
outage, shutdown, project and maintenance solutions
• Share in the learnings gained through the delivery of over
150 outages annually
• Access the shutdown scoping, planning and scheduling resources
and knowledge developed over diverse industry sectors
• Highly competent tradespeople and supervisors who specialise in
shutdown work
• Part of SKILLED Group Limited, ATIVO has the financial backing of an
ASX300 multi-billion dollar company and offers access to an extensive
geographic and employee network.

